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NEW!
Age 1+

6-10 anni

0-5 anni

IL SOGNO DI DITINO

3

eye on experimentation, she combines drawing, photography
and digital techniques in her works. Marianna has taken part in
several art exhibitions and has made the stopmotion video clip of
the song Catalan by the guitarist Dominic Miller. In love with the
Italian children’s writer Gianni Rodari, she considers design as
her way of conceptualizing the world.

(DITINO’S DREAM)
Author: Elisa Mazzoli
Illustrator:

Marianna Balducci

Pages: 32, paperback with rounded
corners, 16x16 cm
Price: 8 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-079-5

Ditino flies, touches, explores, colours, marks, reads,
bathes, eats. How many things this curious and enterprising
Ditino does before going to bed! This books tales children’s
little daily discoveries, when their walk is getting steady and
the desire to explore is even greater. A book that follows
the lucky Il Viaggio di Piedino (Piedino’s Journey), which
won the Nati per Leggere award in 2018. The little finger
photographed in the picture belongs to the same child of
Piedino’s, a year later.
The author - Elisa Mazzoli, writer, journalist and storyteller, lives
in Cesenatico and works all around Italy. Author of books and
songs for children, she travels to meet her young readers and
to hold talks for adults about the importance of reading together
with children.
The illustrator - Marianna Balducci, with a degree in Fashion,
works as an illustrator mainly in the advertising industry. With an

Age 1-3

6-10 anni

0-5 anni

LUPO SCOPRE LUPO
(LUPO DISCOVERS LUPO)
Author and illustrator:

Eva Rasano

Pages: 40, paperback with rounded
corners, 16x16 cm
Price: 8 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-080-1

Lupo, the well-known protagonist of many successful books, has now embarked on his fourth adventure. This time Lupo discovers that he can touch
everything he wants with his hands, starting from
his body. He understands he can touch his eyes,
his ears, his stomach, his face and even his legs.
Body parts that have their own names, which can
be easily learnt and remembered by his little readers. What a fascinating way to explore our body and
learn how to play with it!

The author and illustrator - Eva Rasano was born in Cagliari in 1970
and after high school she received a Graphics degree from the European Institute of Design. She now leads art, creative writing and
book construction workshops for children. She has illustrated and
written several books for both Italian and international publishers
such as Bacchilega Junior, Giunti and Unicef, to mention a few. In
2015, her Lupo in versi - edited by Bacchilega Junior - won the Nati
per Leggere award. In 2017, she published her third adventure with
Lupo, In bocca a Lupo.

NEW!
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Age 2+

6-10 anni

0-5 anni

QUELLI LÀ
(THOSE ONES)
Author: Teresa Porcella
Illustrator:

Santo Pappalardo

Pages: 48, paperback with rounded
corners, 16x16 cm
Prezzo: 10 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-086-3

The author - Teresa Porcella has been dealing with children's books
for many years by working as a freelance editor, teacher and educator as well as performer. She travels and reads all over Italy. Her
books are also performative shows, since she enjoys setting her
texts to music, which both children and their parents enjoy. Moreover, she is involved in the organization of the Gavoi Literary Festival’s
children section.
The illustrator - Santo Pappalardo works as an illustrator, engraver
and graphic designer. He likes experimenting and combining many
different techniques: from the most traditional ones, such as watercolor, airbrushing and etching, to the most innovative computergraphics applications, as he believes that each project has its own
specificity which deserves to be treated accordingly.

This is catalogue of animals
in black and white. A cheerful and eye-catching display
of animals which might really
have white or black coats in
nature! A joyful and fascinating book to play with, which
will surely provide children
with the opportunity to discover the wonders of the animal
kingdom. Readers can also
enjoy challenging themselves
by singing the song that goes
with the book, available by
scanning the QR Code on the
back cover.

Age 3+

6-10 anni

0-5 anni

IL RAFFREDDORE
DELL’ELEFANTE
(THE ELEPHANT’S COLD)
Author: Giulio Levi
Illustrator:

Andrea Alemanno

Pages: 32, paperback with rounded corners, 16x16 cm
Price: 9 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-087-0

One of the jungle’s elephants has a bad cold and all his
friends are scared of the noises and the snot coming from
its huge nose. The cheetah, the gazelle and the tortoise run
away, as well as the lion: everyone is sick of this situation!
Eventually, though, an explorer arrives with a great idea in
mind: he wants to tie a nice knot on the elephant's trunk.
An extremely fun and rhyming tale to face with a smile the
seasonal colds that affect children.
The author - Giulio Levi was born in 1937 and now lives in Rome with
his family. He started writing after working as a neuropsychiatrist for
many years. He has been ranked first or among the finalists in many
literary contests. His books, often swinging from fantasy, to ironic
and paradoxical matters, also deal with meaningful issues, always
having in mind the goal of spreading important messages while having fun. He has published books for several Italian publishers and
participated in children's literature talks as well as in Incontri con

l'autore in schools and bookshops.
The illustrator - Andrea Alemanno, born in Naples, has always travelled in search of places that could inspire his art. His illustrations
have been selected for numerous award-competitions in the past
few years, such as Lucca Junior (2011; 2012) and Premio Skiaffino
(2010). Moreover, his works also won the Cento ragazzi di Cento
award in 2013. In 2013, 2014 and 2016 he was also selected for the
Italian Illustrators Association’s Annual. He has published with several publishers both in Italy and abroad. Bacchilega Junior edited
and published his Che cos’è, mamma? Che cos’è, papà? (What’s
that, mum? What’s that, Dad?) in 2016.

NEW!
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Age 8+
LE MANI DI ANNA
(ANNA’S HANDS)
Author: Sarah
Zambello
Illustrator: Daniela
Iride Murgia

Pagine: 32, cartonato,
20x27 cm
Prezzo: 18 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-091-7

A book to be discovered; at a closer look it reveals unexpected and beautiful things. Anna is a kind and silent girl as
well as a keen observer. Anna knows that plants offer major
benefits to people, so she loves spending her spare time digging out weeds. She finds out that the hypericum and the
bladderwort are useful to lighten the thoughts whilst the hawthorn to heal nightmares. Anna’s hands, however, are not just
good at eradicating her garden’s herbs, but they can also do
other stunning things...

The author - Sarah Zambello, educator and storyteller from Padua, has attended the Bottega Finzioni Writing School in Bologna.
Finalist in many literary competitions, this is her first book.
The illustrator - Daniela Iride Murgia is a visual artist with a Bachelor’s in Oriental Art and a Master’s in Illustration. She stood out
for prizes and awards in Italy, Portugal, Spain and Mexico. Her
illustrations are published all around the world by important publishing companies such as Il Sole 24 Ore, Telecom, the Espresso
Group, Vogue, FCE/Mexico, Edizioni Corsare, Editions Notari, Topipittori. She has worked with contemporary art for years in the
context of the Venice Biennale and now teaches at the International School of Comics in Padua.
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NEW!

Age 6+
IL BAMBINO CHE
RUBAVA LE VOCI
(THE CHILD WHO
STOLE THE VOICES)
Author:

Brian Freschi
Illustrator:

Paolo Voto

Pagine: 40, cartonato, 20,5x20,5 cm
Prezzo: 18 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-088-7

At first, the child-protagonist of this book was not able to
speak - not even a sound came out of his mouth! He could
listen and he actually loved music. The temptation of entering the full-of-instrument house cellar was irresistible but
the access was strictly forbidden to him! Taking advantage
of the uncle's absence, the child plucked up the courage,
went downstairs and began playing an ukulele. What a
shock when he realised that the instrument did not produce
a single sound, but rather the warbling of the bird which was
around the window a moment earlier...
The author - Brian Freschi, born in 1993, worked in the field of
theatre and performing arts before specialising as a screenwriter.
He has been working with the artistic collective Manticora since
2015, by producing several comic books such as Der Krampus,

Le Piccole Morti, and Le nuove acque. He also collaborates with
different publishing houses such as BAO Publishing, Kleiner Flug,
and Noise Press. Moreover, he has worked as a copywriter and
author for Gucci, Cicloturismo, and the University of Florence,
among others. Il bambino che rubava le voci is his first colour
book.
The illustrator - Paolo Voto, born in 1983, has been interested
in drawing since he was a young child. As an adult, he worked
as a confectioner decorator first, then as an illustrator. He mainly
collaborates with agencies and creative studios, by creating storyboards and communication campaigns. He works for organizations and brands such as the European Commission, WWF,
Toyota, Melinda and VISA Inc. Il bambino che rubava le voci is his
first colour book.
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Age 7+

CHE TIPI! / CHE
CARATTERI!
Pino e Sergio
nel paese
dei caratteri(ni)
(WHAT TYPES! WHAT
CHARACTERS!)
Authors: Pino Pace, Sergio Olivotti
Illustrator: Sergio Olivotti
Pagine: 60, brossura, 20,5x20,5 cm
Prezzo: 15 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-089-4

The author - Pino Pace, with a degree in Drama, Art and Music
Studies at the University of Bologna, teaches creative writing at
the European Institute of Design in Turin and holds courses and
workshops in schools, libraries and cultural institutions in Italy,
Germany and Belgium. Furthermore, he works as an author for
the cinema industry, and collaborates with some magazines and
radio programmes. Since 2000 he has published books for children and young people and is a founding member of ICWA (Italian Children's Writers Association). The illustrator - Sergio Olivotti
is an architect, graphic artist and illustrator. Former Adjunct Professor at the Politecnico of Milan, he now concentrates his creative research in the field of teaching and publishing for children.
Creator of the Italian Biennale of the Poster, he holds exhibitions
and workshops appreciated both in Italy and abroad. He has
published books for children in Italy and abroad since 2014. He
also illustrated Macchia (Stain) for Bacchilega Junior. His posters
have been selected for the Polish, Bolivian, Finnish, Russian and
Mexican biennial festivals.

This book originates from a Pino Pace workshop with children. A laboratory in which rhetorical figures play with punctuation and letters. A fun, light-hearted and very imaginative
workshop, indeed. Who better than the illustrator Sergio Olivotti to turn this experience into a book? That’s how Che
tipi! Che caratteri! was born - a journey into the realm of
printing characters that become pictures and illustrations
to solve riddles, charades and puns. The book, as any of
those belonging to the Vice Versa book series, can be read
starting from either the front or the back covers: on the one
hand the riddles, on the other the workshop.

Age 10+
IL PALLONE DI CUOIO
(THE LEATHER BALL)
Author: Nicola Lucchi
Illustrator: Sualzo

Pagine: 64, brossura cucita, 15x21 cm
Prezzo: 10 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-092-4

Emma is a nine-year-old girl with
a great passion for soccer. Despite her young age, she has to face the reality: she is a
girl; she lives in 1949; and the ball she plays with is just
made of a bunch of rolled rags. In fact, being a girl is only a
problem for those who do not want to play with her because
of it. On the contrary, living immediately after the WWII is
a real struggle, for everyone. Money is not even enough to
buy food, let alone afford a real leather football. Emma has
a secret though: she has got an American uncle to whom
she decides to write a letter to get a leather ball. The parcel
from overseas has finally arrived, but the ball has such a
strange shape...
The author - Nicola Lucchi lives between Italy and the United
States, working as a screenwriter and children’s and adults’ book
writer. He has been writing tales and novels since he was a young
child. However, he has also become progressively more and
more fascinated with screenplaying. Passionate about children’s

world since ever, he has been collaborating with ZuccherArte
Film School for years. Among his best known works for children,
it’s worth a mention the short film La Mosca (The fly), selected for
more than 100 international different festivals, including the Giffoni Film Festival, Chicago International Children's Film Festival
and the Los Angeles Red Cat. While Il pallone di cuoio is his second children’s book, Nicola debuted in the publishing world with
Johnny il camaleonte (Johnny the chameleon) in 2018.
The illustrator - Sualzo, with a degree in Anthropology, works as
an author and illustrator for several publishing houses. He has
been always working creating and illustrating children’s book series. He is author of graphic novels for both adults and children.
He has won national and international awards and for Bacchilega
Junior he illustrated Finalmente qui (Here at last!) in 2016 and Le
cose così come sono (Things as they are) in 2017.

6-10 anni

BEST SELLERS
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Age 0+ years
6-10 anni

0-5 anni

0-5 anni

I LIBRICINI

Short stories for small hands.
For children up to 5 years.

LUPO IN VERSI
(WOLF NOISE)
Author: Eva Rasano
Illustrator: Eva Rasano

Pages: 48, paperback with rounded
corners, 16x16 cm
Price: 9 euros
ISBN: 978-88-96328-98-9

This book talks about a nice and friendly wolf who makes
lots of different noises! A fun book for babies who express,
like Lupo, wonder and surprise, but also upset and anger,
through noises, shouts or even syllables: ohhhh, grrrr, blablablablabla. A fun book that makes the whole family play
together. Verses and noises are alphabetised, so provide
even older children with an extra cue to have fun.
The author and illustrator - Eva Rasano was born in Cagliari in
1970 and obtained her degree in graphics at Europeo di Design.
She illustrated and wrote various texts for Italian and international
publishers. She leads workshops of art, writing, book construction for children. She exhibited in one-woman and
group shows.
Lupo in versi won the prize
Premio Nati per Leggere
2015 and Premio Microeditoria di Qualità 2016.

Age 1+ years
6-10 anni

0-5 anni

CON LE ORECCHIE DI
LUPO
(THE WOLF’S EARS)
Author: Eva Rasano
Illustrator: Eva Rasano

Pages: 48, paperback with rounded
corners, 16x16 cm
Price: 9 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-026-9

Our friend Lupo is back! Born from the imagination of Eva
Rasano, Lupo now struggles with the sounds we are all surrounded by. Prick up your ears and listen to all the sounds
around us: what noise does a falling drop make? What about
sea waves? And a ball rolling on the ground? A book for little children, to get them used to listening with their ears and
their hearts.
The author - Eva Rasano was was born in Cagliari in 1970 and
after high school she received a Graphics degree from the European Institute of Design. She now leads art, creative writing and
book construction workshops for children. She has illustrated and
written several books for both Italian and international publishers
such as Bacchilega Junior, Giunti and Unicef, to mention a few.
In 2015, her Lupo in versi - edited by Bacchilega Junior - won the
Nati per Leggere award. In 2017, she published her third adventure with Lupo, In bocca a Lupo.

Age 2+ years
6-10 anni

0-5 anni

IN BOCCA A LUPO
(IN WOLF’S MOUTH)
Author: Eva Rasano
Illustrator: Eva Rasano

Pages: 48, paperback with rounded
corners, 16x16 cm
Price: 9 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-055-9

The wolf Lupo, the protagonist of successful books such
as Lupo in versi - which won the Nati per Leggere award
in 2015, and Con le orecchie di Lupo - is now really hungry; he looks around and sees many colourful foods that
he can actually eat! He then discovers orange apricots, for
example, or even red radishes; purple aubergines as well
as green and fresh salads. With irony and joy, Lupo invites
his young readers to join him in his dynamic journey among
food and its colours, names and tastes. This new Libricino
is designed for very young kids (2+) to help them try all the
many foods their tables might be stuffed of.
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Age 1+ years
6-10 anni

wrote Ferruccio e l’arrembaggio, Lupo Luca aveva i denti, Lupo
Luca ha il naso rosso, Morbido Mare-Morbido Giocare, Morbido
Natale-Morbido Fare and the multi-awarded Noi (Premio Bitritto
2014, Premio Cento for illustrations 2016).

0-5 anni

IL VIAGGIO DI PIEDINO
(LITTLE FOOT’S JOURNEY)
Author: Elisa Mazzoli
Illustrator:

Marianna Balducci

Pages: 32, paperback with rounded
corners, 16x16 cm
Price: 8 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-063-4

The illustrator - Marianna Balducci, after a degree in Fashion,
works as an illustrator especially in the area of advertising, where
she combines drawings, photographs and digital tools. She took
part to several exhibitions and made the stopmotion videoclip of
the song “Catalan” by guitar player Dominic Miller. In February
2017 she published her first book Le parole necessarie (written
by Elisa Rocchi, Edizioni Ensemble).

Piedino has just started learning how to walk and, thanks
to this incredible achievement, he embarks on a journey.
He decides to go out and visit his home garden and even
the seaside. However, Piedino meets a cheeky crab who
actually scares him and made him go back home to his
daddy Piedone. The essential and tender text of Elisa Mazzoli is perfectly combined with the illustrations of Marianna
Balducci, who plays with the photograph of the child's foot,
adding graphic elements between reality and fantasy. A
book designed for the little ones, but that will also appeal to
mothers and, above all, to fathers.
The author - Elisa Mazzoli lives in Cesenatico, where she works
as a writer, journalist and storyteller. Her everyday work as an author and storyteller brings her all over in Italy to meet children of
all ages. She wrote many books for children and young readers.
She is leading author of Bacchilega, for their Junior series she

Age 3+ years
6-10 anni

0-5 anni

IL MERAVIGLIOSO
MONDO DEI GATTI
(CATS’ WONDERFUL
WORLD)
Author: Marisa Vestita
Illustrator: Marisa Vestita

Pages: 40, paperback with rounded corners, 16x16 cm
Price: 8 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-064-1

Today we are going to talk about cats! As you know, cats
love warm and safe places, they love hunting but not the
company of their peers. What if this book would instead tell
us about a cat who actually loves hiding inside his owner’s
trousers turn-ups and he is always up to pulls one of his
usual stunts? On the other side, we have got humans, who unlike cats - are used to hang out and being in the company
of other people. They also love sharing food and sleeping in
the same place. This book is ironic and amusing, and tells
us more about the wonderful world of domestic cats.
The author and illustrator - Marisa Vestita, born in Taranto in 1975,
studied Painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in Lecce whilst attended comics and scenography workshops. Always curious
about anything related to the world of image, she moved to Milan
in 2002, where she began her collaboration with important magazines such as Gioia, Psychologies, Linus, Grazia and Natural

Style. Moreover, she attended the European Institute of Design
where she became passionate about the digital world. She now
collaborates with several Italian publishers and her books are
translated into different languages.
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Age 2+ years
6-10 anni

0-5 anni

CHE C0S’È, MAMMA?
CHE COS’È, PAPÀ?
(WHAT’S THAT, MUM?
WHAT’S THAT, DAD?)
Author: Andrea Alemanno
Illustrator: Andrea Alemanno

Pages: 32, paperback with rounded corners, 16x16 cm
Price: 8 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-047-4

A baby sloth, who never sleeps, is very curious about everything happening around him, and interested in what he sees
beyond a high wall that separates him from the human’s
world. He asks for explanations to his sleepy and patient
parents, who though have no answers for his thousands
questions. Until the little sloth finds a way out of the reassuring and somewhat boring forest where he lives...
The author and illustrator - Andrea Alemanno illustrator and
graphic designer, has published his books both in Italy and
abroad.

Age 1+ years
6-10 anni

0-5 anni

Age 3+ years
6-10 anni

0-5 anni

MACCHIA
(STAIN)
Author: Sandra Dema
Illustrator: Sergio Olivotti
Pages: 32, paperback with rounded
corners, 16x16 cm
Price: 8 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-027-6

A stain is not a dog. May it be a boat? Or an earthworm?
What about an ice-cream? Or even an umbrella? Macchia
may be everything you can imagine! A book to develop
children's imagination and creativity starting from 3 years
onwards.
Macchia won the prize
“Microeditoria di qualità” 2016.
The author - Sandra Dema, rites children's books and holds creative and educational workshops all around Italy. She also promotes reading in schools and libraries. Her books have received
awards and recognition.
The illustrator - Sergio Olivotti is an architect, graphic artist and
illustrator. He concentrates his creative research in the field of
teaching and publishing for children. He has published books for
children in Italy and abroad since 2014. His posters have been
selected for the Polish, Bolivian, Finnish, Russian and Mexican
biennial festivals.

Age 0+ years
6-10 anni

0-5 anni

DUE SORELLE

FINALMENTE QUI!

(TWO SISTERS)
Author: Leticia
Ruifernández
Illustrator: Leticia
Ruifernández

(HERE AT LAST!)
Author: Silvia Vecchini
Illustrator: Sualzo

Pages: 32, paperback with rounded corners, 16x16 cm
Price: 8 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-046-7

Two sisters look at each other while playing and laughing
together. Their look is directed to their bodies: noses, arms,
ears, hearts, legs. "My heart, your heart, tum tum, tum tum"
/ "copiare la versione spagnola dal file già esistente". The
choice to keep the Spanish original, alongside the Italian
translation by Teresa Porcella, makes this book even richer,
with a game of rhythmic and sound references. The watercolour illustrations are essential and poetical: a few brushstrokes outline the two protagonists, who are the unaware
models of an adult watching them tenderly.
The author and illustrator - Leticia Ruifernández was born in Madrid in 1976. She has studied to become an architect but she now
devotes herself to illustration and book writing. She publishes for
both Spanish and international publishers.

Pages: 32, paperback with rounded
corners, 16x16 cm
Price: 8 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-025-2

14 poems to accompany babies’ first year of life as well as
the first year of their new parents. Short texts that closely
explore small achievements and identities, and play with
emotions. This book is an invitation to talk with your child,
to immediately start an exchange where sounds and words
have the same effect as kisses and caresses.
The author - Silvia Vecchini works as a writer and poet as well as
as editor and trainer. She has been writing books for children and
young people for many years. Her books are published and translated all over the world and have won many prizes and awards.
The illustrator - Sualzo with a degree in Anthropology, works as
an author and illustrator for several publishing houses. He has
been always working creating and illustrating children’s book series. He is author of graphic novels for both adults and children.
He has won national and international awards and for Bacchilega
Junior he illustrated Il pallone di cuoio (The leather ball) in 2019,
Finalmente qui (Here at last!) in 2016 and Le cose così come sono
(Things as they are) in 2017.
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Age 3+ years
6-10 anni

0-5 anni

Age 3+ years
6-10 anni

0-5 anni

LUPO LUCA HA
IL NASO ROSSO

LUPO LUCA
AVEVA I DENTI

(WOLF LUCA
HAS A RED NOSE)
Author: Elisa Mazzoli
Illustrator: Febe Sillani

(LUCA THE WOLF’S TEETH)
Author: Elisa Mazzoli
Illustrator: Febe Sillani

Here again our muddler and gluttonous Worf Luca and his
adventures. This time Luca loses all his teeth because of
his poor oral hygiene. After his dentist Nunzia persuaded
him to take care of himself, our Luca decided to become
a real doctor and entertain ill children at the local hospital
by wearing colourful wigs and a red nose. What’s going to
happen to our funny Wolf Luca?

Luca is a bungler and hungry wolf with sharp-fanged teeth
who creates havoc in the woods. Luca, however, is so lazy
that he does not even listen to his dentist Nutria Nunzia's
advice, so his teeth turn black and fall out one by one. How
will wolf Luca manage the situation? His story, told in funny
verses, ends up in a ... surprise ending.

Pages: 32, paperback with rounded corners, 16x16 cm
Price: 8 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-030-6

The author - Elisa Mazzoli is a writer and storyteller and has been
writing books for children and young readers for over twenty
years. She is a leading author for Bacchilega Junior and has also
published with many publishers in Italy, receiving many awards
and prizes. Among her most awarded books it’s worth a mention
Noi (Bitritto award 2014, Cento award for illustrations 2016).
The illustrator - Febe Sillani works as an illustrator and she is well
known in Italy for her series on monsters and vampires. She has also
published in France, Spain, Japan, China, Turkey and South Korea.

Age 2+ years
6-10 anni

0-5 anni

Pages: 32, paperback with rounded
corners, 16x16 cm
Price: 8 euros
ISBN: 978-88-96328-56-9

The author - Elisa Mazzoli is a writer and storyteller and has been
writing books for children and young readers for over twenty
years. She is a leading author for Bacchilega Junior and has also
published with many publishers in Italy, receiving many awards
and prizes. Among her most awarded books it’s worth a mention
Noi (Bitritto award 2014, Cento award for illustrations 2016).
The illustrator - Febe Sillani works as an illustrator and she is well
known in Italy for her series on monsters and vampires published
by Einaudi boys and Emme publishing editions. She has also published in France, Spain, Japan, China, Turkey and South Korea.

Age 2+ years
6-10 anni

0-5 anni

OLGA E OLAF

LA GABBIA

(OLGA AND OLAF)
Author: Tonka Uzu
Illustrator: Tonka Uzu

(THE CAGE)
Author: Alice
Brière-Haquet
Illustrator: Nicolas Gouny

Pages: 32, paperback with rounded
corners, 16x16 cm
Price: 8 euros
ISBN: 978-88-96328-95-8

"Olga and Olaf" is a lovely tale about a strong bond between a little girl and her little dog. Olga and Olaf are real
friends: they play, have fun and always stay together. However, when Olga goes out with her mom, her dog stays
home alone. What happens to Olaf while Olga is away? He
is probably sad, or maybe not! Olga can't wait to go home
to find out what Olaf is up to... Children love animals and
share their true and unconditional love with passion, like old
friends do. This is a delightful book which goes through the
adventures of two little great friends.
The author and illustrator - Tonka Uzu is a writer and illustrator
from Bulgaria but she now lives in England with her family. She
likes observing and then drawing children and their animals. She
also lived in Bologna for eight years where she graduated in Drama, Art and Music Studies at the University of Bologna.

Pages: 32, paperback with rounded
corners, 16x16 cm
Price: 8 euros
ISBN: 978-88-96328-78-1

A bird lives in a cage. His song is so beautiful that passersby stop, fascinated, to listen to it. Each person takes away a
bar from the cage and all the bars together become music,
a strange “uncaged” music. But... what about the bird? This
book is a story about the poetry of freedom.
The author - Alice Brière-Haquet is a writer, with many books to
her credit. Novels, poems, documentaries, a bit of everything, but
always for children. She lives in Italy with her family.
The illustrator - Nicolas Gouny is the owner of Dess Edition, Villetaneuse. He’s now a full time illustrator for children. In France he
illustrated many books and in Italy he already published Bambini
e Bambine and Nannalibro Libronanna.
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Age 4+ years

Age 3+ years

6-10 anni

6-10 anni

0-5 anni

0-5 anni

IGNAZIO CHE NON CI
VEDEVA BENE
(IGNAZIO WHO COULDN’T
SEE VERY WELL)
Author: Cristina Petit
Illustrator: Cristina Petit

Pages: 24, paperback with rounded corners, 16x16 cm
Price: 8 euros
ISBN: 978-88-96328-54-5

Little Ignazio is a “hero”, and he dresses up like a real one.
Heroes have a tendency to hide from the world, you know,
but not Ignazio. In his disguise - just a pair of red glasses! Ignazio is able to observe the world around him and shows
it directly to the readers. An important point of view helping
children to accept those changes that happen when they
weren't asked for.

DIRE FARE GIOCARE
(SAY DO PLAY)
Author: Cristina Petit
Illustrator: Cristina Petit

Pages: 24, paperback with rounded
corners, 16x16 cm
Price: 8 euros
ISBN: 978-88-96328-59-0

Nothing more, nothing less than a book that MAKES: it
makes you read, it makes you talk, and it makes you play:
it makes you DO! And by doing, you always learn. We are
never too young to do and learn. Twenty-three easy and
unexpected activities can be found inside the book.
The author and illustrator - Cristina Petit is a teacher, author and
illustrator of her own books, published in Italy by many publishers.

The author and illustrator - Cristina Petit is a teacher, writer and
illustrator of her own books, published in Italy by many publishers.

Rights sold:
Age 8+ years

Korean
Spanish

FUORI
Out of me, out of you. Out of the norm,
out of the box... for everyone,
from 0 to 99 years... and more.

L’ESTATE
DELLE CICALE
(THE SUMMER
OF CICADAS)
Author: Janna
Carioli Illustrator:
Sonia MariaLuce
Possentini

Pages: 40, hardcover, 21x28
cm; price: 16 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-031-3

Setting: a warm and sunny summer. Protagonists: two children on the threshold of pre-adolescence, big enough to embark on a thousand of adventures, but not yet so big to face
their challenges alone, without parents. A tree house; a quarrel about trivial reasons that leads to years of separation until
a new generation of children rediscovers the tree house: a
new, intense friendship is about to begin.
The author - Janna Carioli, writer for children and teens, is one
of the historical voices of Italian children's fiction. Her books have
won many national and international awards and are translated all
over the world. The illustrator - Sonia MariaLuce Possentini, was
awarded Best Illustrator 2017 Andersen Prize. Her picture books
won many prizes and are translated all over the world.
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Age 8+ years

curator of this book. What does white taste like? What is the
noise of pink? What emotion does the brown colour give?
What about ocher and purple ones? The original synaesthesia of Barbara Ferraro is the starting point for narrative
pictures rich in colour and suggestions.
The author - Barbara Ferraro has been writing children’s and
teenagers’ books for years. Philologist and fairy-tale expert, she
also works as an editor for Dana and Atlantide Kids as well as the
online magazine "Libri Calzelunghe". For Bacchilega Junior, she
published Blu di Barba in 2017.

A COLORI
(IN COLOURS)
Author: Barbara Ferraro
Illustrator: Sonia MariaLuce Possentini
Editor: Teresa Porcella

The illustrator - Sonia MariaLuce Possentini’s books have won
many awards and have been translated all over the world. For
Bacchilega Junior, she illustrated Noi (2013) and L'estate delle
cicale (2016), also published in Spain and South Korea.
The editor - Teresa Porcella is a freelance editor, teacher, author
and bookseller.

Pages: 40, hardcover, 28x21 cm
Price: 16 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-054-2

A colour book that makes you
surprised! The illustrator Sonia Maria Luce Possentini,
who won the Best Illustrator
Andersen Prize 2017, now develops a different way to express her art under the wise
guidance of Teresa Porcella,

Age 6+ years

Age 6+ years

LA COSA PIÙ
PROBABILE

IL VIAGGIO
DELLA GRANDE
DEA MADRE

(THE MOST
LIKELY THING)
Author: Gianfranco
Bonadies
Illustrator:

Gianfranco Bonadies

Pages: 40, hardcover, 20,5x20,5 cm
Price: 15 euros
ISBN: 978-88-96328-92-7

A book to dream dreams. At night anything can happen.
This book lets young readers enter the world of anything-ispossible. A trip, a game, a journey towards the imagination
and the unconscious, where anything can change at any
time. A party can become boredom, loneliness, fear... when
home seems far away.
The author - Gianfranco Bonadies was born in Bari in 1982, he
works as illustrator and cartoonist. He made several animation
short films and videoclips.

(THE GREAT GODDESS
MOTHER’S JOURNEY)
Author:

Monica Piancastelli
Illustrator:

Rita Ravaioli

Pages: 48, paperback, 20,5x20,5 cm
Price: 12 euros
ISBN: 978-88-96328-76-7

This book tells of the journey of the first great myth of the
Stone Age, the “Venus Figurines”, known as the “Great
Goddess Mother” in the story. A path among words and images that both adults and boy and girls will enjoy. The story
draws a line from the Early Stone Age, with the famous Venus of Willendorf, to the Middle Age and the Renaissance
with the Madonna and Child.
The author - Monica Piancastelli is geologist and archaeologist,
specialised in Prehistory, she bring to schools multidisciplinary
workshops. The illustrator - Rita Ravaioli has been dealing with
graphics and illustration for visual communication for many years.
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Age 7+ years

2014, Premio Cento for illustrations 2016).
The illustrator - Sonia MariaLuce Possentini, was awarded Best
Illustrator 2017 Andersen Prize. Her picture books won many
prizes and are translated all over the world.

Rights sold:
Korean

“Noi” has been selected for the International Collection of IBBY Outstanding
Books for young people with disabilities
2015.

NOI
(US)
Author: Elisa
Mazzoli
Illustrator: Sonia MariaLuce Possentini
Pages: 40, hardcover, 24x17 cm
Price: 15 euros
ISBN: 978-88-96328-91-0
Edizione in paperback
Price: 12 euros;
ISBN: 978-88-96328-79-8

In the school yard children are talking, playing and having
a snack. Out of the way, always digging holes alone in the
garden, there is a strange child with a big eye that nobody
ever talks to. Everyone calls him “Big Eye”. During an afternoon parent-teacher conference Philip couldn’t stay home
alone, his mother left him in the school yard and he realizes he is alone with Big Eye. Philip, worried and wary, gets
closer...

It won the first prize for published books
for children at the XVII Edition of the Italian
awards for children’s literature “Giacomo
Giulitto – Citta’ di Bitritto” (Puglia)
It get the special mention “Microeditoria di qualità” 2016.
It won the first prize of the XIIth “Concorso
per illustratori” of “Premio Letteratura Ragazzi - Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di
Cento”.

The author - Elisa Mazzoli is a writer, journalist and storyteller.
She wrote many books for children and young readers. She is
leading author of Bacchilega, for their series Junior she wrote
many books, first of all the multi-awarded Noi (Premio Bitritto

Age 5+ years

Age 2+ years

LA MIA FAMIGLIA

QUESTO
È IL BUIO

(MY FAMILY)
Author:

Gianna Braghin
Illustrator:

Vessela Nikolova
Pages: 40, paperback,
20,5x20,5 cm
Price: 15 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-006-1

At school a substitute teacher asks the children to draw
their own family: it’s quite a nice opportunity to think of our
family! Some have a stick-figure family, some have families
coming from distant countries, some live in a large family,
with two mothers, two fathers, unwanted step-brothers, big
and tall cousins, great grandparents with nurses-in-home
and small dogs too! A simple story that comes from a child’s
heart and the thought of daily affection.
The author - Gianna Braghin is an author and a municipal manager; she loves writing childrens’ books.
The illustrator - Vessela Nikolova lives and works in Milan as illustrator, designer of clothing, knitwear and accessories.

(THIS IS DARKNESS)
Author:

Gianna Braghin
Illustrator:

Vessela Nikolova

Pages: 32, paperback, 20,5x20,5 cm
Price: 12 euros
ISBN: 978-88-96328-60-6

A picture book dedicated to the five senses. A book to listen
to silence, smell what is good and taste a hug. These few
words accompany Vessela Nikolova’s tactile illustrations,
which play with emotional synesthesias.
The author - Gianna Braghin is an author and a municipal manager; she loves writing childrens’ books.
The illustrator - Vessela Nikolova lives and works in Milan as illustrator, designer of clothing, knitwear and accessories.
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Age 5+ years

VICE VERSA

LA MIA SCUOLA
È UN GRANDE
FIUME
(MY SCHOOL
IS A GREAT RIVER)

A series created for sharing and spending Author:
time together. These books can be read on Maria Beatrice
both sides. For children from 2 to 5.
Masella
Illustrator:

Agnese Baruzzi

Pages: 64, paperback, 20,5x20,5 cm
Price: 12 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-011-5

A book for boys, girls and teachers alike, with words to read
and to play with. On each colourful page there is a nursery rhyme to read and a blank space for drawing or writing down your thoughts. Each month there is a highlighted
word to think about, a starting point for discussions with the
class about all the new horizons school offers.
The author - Maria Beatrice Masella lives in Bologna where she
works as a teacher and pedagogist, mixing her passion for writing with her expertise in the educational field.
The illustrator - Agnese Baruzzi has published several titles for
children in Italy, England, Japan, Portugal and Korea.

Age 8+ years
NONNE CON LE ALI
/ NONNI CON LE ALI

(GRANDMAS WITH WINGS /
GRANDDADS WITH WINGS
- A SONG FOR GRANDMAS
WHO FLEW AWAY / A SONG
FOR GRANDDADS WHO
FLEW AWAY)
Author and illustrator:

Arianna Papini

Pages: 64, paperback, 20,5x20,5 cm
Price: 15 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-066-5

A book about family memories, which evoke tenderness and
joy. The pain of loss leaves room for affectionate memories,
which involve all the senses. Passed away grandmothers
and grandfathers can then be found in the eyes of a cat that
looks at us, or in the autumn leaves, or even in the music
that makes us dance and in the scent of milk.
The author and illustrator - Arianna Papini works as a writer, artist, teacher and art therapist. She has graduated with a thesis
on book-game design and then she has taught Theory of formal
languages at the University of Florence. Arianna has also been
working as an editorial and artistic director of the Fatatrac publishing house for 25 years. She holds storytelling, art and illustration courses at national and international schools, and she is also
involved in reading promotion for children and adults. She has
written and illustrated a hundred books – many of them have won
international awards. Some of her books have been published
abroad: France, Spain, Greece, China, Korea and England.
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Age 2+ years

Age 2+ years

MORBIDO NATALE
/ MORBIDO FARE

MORBIDO MARE /
MORBIDO GIOCARE

(SOFT CHRISTMAS)

(SOFT SEA)

Author:

Author:

Elisa Mazzoli

Elisa Mazzoli

Illustrator:

Illustrator:

Silvia Bonanni

Silvia Bonanni

Elisa Mazzoli and Silvia Bonanni really do create a soft
Christmas! With stockings, gloves, hats, cotton wool, buttons and cloth we discover a different way to create our
beloved puppets: a tender snowman, a soft and friendly
reindeer, a funny Santa Claus... A book to be read, discovered, and played with: children are helped by their parents
and grandparents.

It’s night, our bed becomes a small boat in the waves. Grab
a sock, a button, a little bit of thread and... Twelve animals
arrive rhyming from a smooth sea. For parents and children:
coloured stuffed animals come out on the first side telling
children their tales; on the opposite side, all the “things”, that
at first seem to be sea foam become paws, eyes, smiles.
Read the book and learn how to recycle together.

The author - Elisa Mazzoli is a writer, journalist and storyteller.
She wrote many books for children and young readers. She is
leading author of Bacchilega, for their series Junior she wrote
many books, first of all the multi-awarded Noi (Premio Bitritto
2014, Premio Cento for illustrations 2016). The illustrator - Silvia
Bonanni, illustrator, is graduated at Brera Academy of Fine Arts
and collaborated with the most important italian publishers.

The author - Elisa Mazzoli is a writer, journalist and storyteller.
She wrote many books for children and young readers. She is
leading author of Bacchilega, for their series Junior she wrote
many books, first of all the multi-awarded Noi (Premio Bitritto
2014, Premio Cento for illustrations 2016). The illustrator - Silvia
Bonanni, illustrator, is graduated at Brera Academy of Fine Arts
and collaborated with the most important italian publishers.

Pages: 64, paperback, 20,5x20,5 cm
Price: 12 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-012-2

Pages: 64, paperback, 20,5x20,5 cm
Price: 12 euros
ISBN: 978-88-96328-69-9

Age 8+ years
BLU DI BARBA
(BLUE OF BEARD)
Author:

RISTORIE
Stories, legends and fairy tales
renarrated and retold.
For children from 8 to 12.

Barbara Ferraro
Illustrator:

Srimalie Bassani
Pages: 40, hardcover,
21,2x21,2 cm
Price: 15 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-048-1

A very famous tale, Bluebeard, narrated in verse by Barbara Ferraro. Dark atmospheres, murders, imminent dangers, but with a light at the end that is hope. The adaptation follows the translation Collodi made of Perrault’s text in
1876. Srimalie Bassani’s illustrations, made with pencil and
three colours to define the main characters, have the ability
to keep the narration tension high.
The author - Barbara Ferraro has a phylologist background. She
is expert in fairy tales and in the tradition of oral story-telling and is
editor-in-chief of “Dana”. She is blogger of Atlantide Kids and collaborates with the web magazine Libri Calzelunghe on children’s
literature.
The illustrator - Srimalie Bassani is freelance illustrator and
graphic designer. Her books are published by Italian and international imprints.
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Age 6+ years
LITTLE GIRL
Author: Clementina
Mingozzi
Illustrator: Clementina Mingozzi
Text: Beniamino
Sidoti

will certainly stay away from the jungle. However, the flowers that surround her house, those beautiful flowers that
emerge from the jungle, are so attractive! How to resist? Little girl, from her home, can already see many different and
beautiful kinds of flowers: a violet flower on the edge of the
garden; a pink flower a little more on; and then an orange
and a yellow one... till Little Girl suddenly finds herself catapulted into the jungle without even realising how!

Little girl's mum goes out for a while: she will be back at
dinner time and asks her daughter not to go to the jungle
because a bad wolf is around! Little Girl promises that she

The author and illustrator - Clementina Mingozzi, illustrator and
visual artist, was born in 1959 in Turin. She has studied at the
Academy of Fine Arts in Bologna and received a degree in Drama, Art and Music studies from the University of Bologna. She
prefers the technique of cropping, which she uses in various
fields: illustration, design, installation and sculpture. Her works
have been exhibited in individual and collective exhibitions. She
also holds illustration workshops aimed at children and adults
as well as training courses for teachers in nurseries and primary
schools. A book by the artist Clementina Mingozzi who, playing
with cards and cut-outs, gives us a colorful and brilliant world.

Age 6+ years

Age 8+ years

FERRUCCIO E
L’ARREMBAGGIO

LA STORIA PIÙ
BELLA

(FERRUCCIO
CLIMBS ABOARD)
Author:

(THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL
STORY)

Elisa Mazzoli

Authors:

Illustrator:

Arianna Di Pietro
Ruggero Morini
Emanuela Petralli

Pages: 40, hardcover,
20,5x20,5 cm
Price: 15 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-067-2

Giusy Capizzi

Pages: 48, paperback, 20,5x20,5 cm
Price: 12 euros
ISBN: 978-88-96328-29-3

Ferruccio lives in a small town near the seaside and loves
ships, painting and…playing pirates. What happens when
pirates – real ones! – come to his town? The terrible captain
Giò-Kon and his one-eyed, scarred and rude men are looking for a treasure and a new pirate. Will Ferruccio be able to
endure the disgusting tests in order to join them?
The author - Elisa Mazzoli is a writer, journalist and storyteller.
She wrote many books for children and young readers. She is
leading author of Bacchilega, for their series Junior she wrote
many books, first of all the multi-awarded Noi (Premio Bitritto
2014, Premio Cento for illustrations 2016).
The illustrator - Giusy Capizzi is an illustrator that works with several Italian and foreign publishers.

Illustrator:

Srimalie Bassani

Pages: 64, paperback, 20,5x20,5 cm
Price: 12 euros
ISBN: 978-88-96328-61-3

The circus is coming… to Castel Guelfo! It is 1929. Lorenzo
and the children in Castel Guelfo, a small village near Bologna, welcome the Arata Circus that slowly approaches, full
of hope. The children’s amazed eyes greet the strange family among shadows and sequins. But one day something
happens…
The illustrator - Srimalie Bassani is freelance illustrator and
graphic designer. Her books are published by Italian and international imprints.
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Age 9+ years

Age 8+ years

IL GRANDE NOCE
RACCONTA

QUANDO I BAMBINI
DISEGNAVANO
SUI MURI

(THE GREAT
STORYTELLING
TREE)
Author:

Maria Beatrice
Masella
Illustrator:

(WHEN CHILDREN
DREW ON WALLS)

Roberta
Giacometti
Author:

Illustrator:

Agnese Baruzzi

Silvia Balzaretti

Pages: 32, paperback, 20,5x20,5 cm
Price: 12 euros
ISBN: 978-88-96328-31-6

This is the story of a very old tree, who listens and tells
stories to those who can still be amazed. It tells us about a
devil’s bridge and a witch, a special cow, a boy who talks
to clouds, a fleeing child, an empty old house in a chestnut
wood, the war and the partisans...

A story about Dozza, a hamlet with paintings on its walls.
Graziano tells a beautiful story about his village. Black-andwhite tales about Dozza, when people sat together by the
fire for company and to spare wood, despite the Second
World War fought beyond the city’s walls which destroyed
homes and divided families…Coloured tales about Dozza:
it’s love for painting, in the past and present, the sketches
on the walls and an unexpected meeting with a master of
painting in those dangerous years.

Pages: 56, paperback, 20,5x20,5 cm
Price: 12 euros
ISBN: 978-88-96328-32-3

The author - Maria Beatrice Masella lives in Bologna where she
works as a teacher and pedagogist, mixing her passion for writing with her expertise in the educational field.
The illustrator - Silvia Balzaretti, As a children’s books illustrator
she collaborated with numerous publishers in the field of fiction,
educational publishing and magazines.

The author - Roberta Giacometti writes fictions and tales.
The illustrator - Agnese Baruzzi has published several titles for
children in Italy, England, Japan, Portugal and Korea.

Age 12+ years
VISTI DI PROFILO

JUNIOR AL QUADRATO
Tales for kids
who are passionate
about reading,
from 10 to 13.

(SEEN IN PROFILE)
Authors: Antonio Ferrara,
Filippo Mittino
Illustrator: Antonio Ferrara

Pages: 72, paperback e copertina con
bandelle, 15x21 cm
Price: 10 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-065-8

The maths teacher's house key has suddenly disappeared. The
whole school is in turmoil. The Head teacher must do something!
He then decides to inspect all the boys' backpacks – the inspection turns out to be useful as the teacher’s key happened to be
found in the backpack of Ciro, who however declares himself as
innocent. The class explodes in mutual accusations: the school
psychologist is then involved to find who actually the culprit is.
The author and illustrator - Antonio Ferrara was born in Portici, near Naples, in 1957. He now lives and works in Novara, in the North of Italy. He
has written many children's books and now holds illustration and creative writing workshops for children and adults. For Bacchilega Junior he
published Il fiume è un campo di pallone, which won the Bitritto Award.
The author - Filippo Mittino, psychologist and psychotherapist, is a
member of the Minotaur Institute of Milan. He carries out clinical activities with children and adolescents. He is a developmental researcher
and leads support centres for children in schools and holds training
courses for teachers. He is a member of the editorial board of the journal
“Psichiatria e Psicoterapia”.
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Age 12+ years

Rights sold:
Azeri

Age 10+ years

IL FIUME È UN CAMPO DI
PALLONE

LE COSE COSÌ
COME SONO

(THE RIVER IS
A FOOTBALL FIELD)

(THINGS THE WAY THEY ARE)

Author and illustrator:

Silvia Vecchini

Antonio Ferrara

Illustrator:

Pages: 64, paperback, 15x21 cm
Price: 10 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-024-5

Kato is 13 years old, lives in Dakar, plays football and loves
telling stories. He always has a book under his arm and for
little money pretends to read stories in his city’s bars. Kato
doesn’t have relatives and lives in a shack, but he doesn’t
despair: football at a supervised centre, friends and a young
love bring hope to a life that isn’t always easy, and is made
better with music and beauty.
The author and illustrator - Antonio Ferrara studied art and
worked in an assisted living capacity for minors for seven years,
where he learnt to understand the children’s dreams and to not
take himself ever seriously. He teaches in illustration and creative writing workshops for children and adults in schools, libraries,
bookshops, cultural associations and correctional facilities.
“Il fiume è un campo di pallone” was awarded
the prize “Giacomo Giulitto – Citta’ di Bitritto”
in 2016 for the section “11-14 year-old fiction”.
It was awarded the prize “Microeditoria di qualità 2016” in the section “Children’s literature”
It was shortlisted at “Premio
Letteratura Ragazzi - Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Cento 2017”.

Author:

Sualzo

Pages: 64, paperback, 15x21 cm
Price: 10 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-049-8

Sometimes families have problems. Money problems, the
sudden loss of job, difficult situations to manage that involve children too: you cannot ask for a new phone, you
cannot attend the dance classes anymore. What can you
do? Sometimes, just looking at things as they are, without
prejudice, without fear, can help change point of view, find
new friends, discover different opportunities.
The author - Silvia Vecchini is an author of stories for very young
children, tactile books, first readings, books on works of art, novels
and graphic novels. In the last few years she devoted to poems for
children and young readers. The illustrator - Sualzo is an author
and illustrator for several publishers, he designed series for very
young children and illustrated stories. For many years publishes
some comics series in a magazine for pre-school readers and is
an author of graphic novels for children and young readers.

Age 9+ years
IL RE DELL’ASTEROIDE
(THE ASTEROID KING)
Author:

Francesco D’Adamo
Illustrator:

Sergio Masala

Pages: 64, paperback, 15x21 cm
Price: 10 euros
ISBN: 978-88-6942-007-8

A boy living on an Asteroid, a robot with only an arm, a
mysterious girl who tells all the stories of the world. Akim II
is forever nine years old and has always lived on his small
Asteroid with only the robot AX to keep him company; one
day Akim II sends his faithful servant all over the Universe
to search for a perfect Queen. AX finds her on Earth and
she is quite beautiful...
The author - Francesco D’Adamo has tried for years to narrate
through his novels the complicated world where we live to those
whom he calls “provisionally 13/14-year-old adults”. His books are
translated all over the world and he received many international
awards.
The illustrator - Sergio Masala is set designer, cartoonist, illustrator, designer of workshops; he devoted himself also to illustration,
specialising in the technique of collage.

We grow young readers

Foreign rights:

Camelozampa
info@camelozampa.com

